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Why HERBS?
Herbs can provide health &

vitality to our everyday life with
little maintenance or attention.

By having a kitchen garden
close to the house, growing
herbs, is accessible & easy.
Herbs give you the ability

provide health in your cooking,
creating herbal teas, & wellness

throughout each day with
minimal effort and many

benefits.

Herbs to Plant: 

There are perennial & annual herbs to choose from in each climate.

Explore in this book of herbs to see what you would want to grow in

your kitchen garden. Check out the growing planner & timeline for

possibilities for your own herbal kitchen garden. 



save money & time

Have you ever needed basil or oregano for something that you are

making for dinner, but don't have the time or energy to go to the

store?  Having a Kitchen Garden close to your house makes it easy to

provide the herbs you need for your everyday cooking & health

needs. It saves you time and money to use your own space. 

What herbs are easy to plant as starts and amazing to use?  

This booklet has some herbs that you can use for teas, in the kitchen

to add to your culinary experience, and provides relaxation. 

Take a look & explore herbs that you can have close at hand for

daily cooking, creating your own herbal teas, & providing health for

you and your family.
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basil- annual

Basil needs to start indoors from a seed or buy as a transplant to get the best results in

the garden.  This herb grows best in warm & hot seasons. Plant Basil in June & it will

grow until the first frost.  There are many types of basil to grow that all provide different

flavors. 

When the plant is 6 inches tall, pinch off the leaves to keep the harvest coming & it

creates a fuller plant. 

Fresh:  cut & put into sauces, soups, pastas, or pizza

Dried:  dry basil in a dehydrator & store in a mason jar to use all year

Make:  1. pesto to use or freeze for later use

             2. basil/ herb salt to use all year
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How to Grow:

How to Use:



Fresh: use in sauces, soups, pastas for extra nutrient & fresh flavor

Make: herb salt using fresh parsley that will last all year 

Dry: to use in dry spice mixes throughout the year

parsley- annual

There are two types of parsley to grow- a curly leaf which has a bitter

taste & a flat leaf, known for having a lighter taste. The best time to

plant parsley as a seedling, is in the spring & it will last in your garden

for 2 years once it is established. Evenly water Parsley with consistency

so that the roots do not get too soggy or dried out. 

Harvest 1/3 of the plant at a time or as needed for meals. Keep unused

Parsley in a jar with water on your counter & it will last for days. 

How to Use:

How to Grow:
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cilantro- annual

Cilantro grows well in temperatures from 50-75 degrees which

makes it a perfect herb to grow in spring & late fall before the

temperature drops. 

Plant cilantro seeds in the spring in organic, rich soil that has

compost.  As the sprouts grow, thin out the seedlings to 1-2 inches

apart so that each plant has room to grow. Start harvesting leaves

after a  month of growth always leaving 2/3 of the leaves to keep

producing more. 

Cilantro is best used fresh as a side to soups, with salads, or in fresh

salsas. Harvest seeds to use in cooking throughout the year. 
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How to Grow:

How to Use:



Rosemary can be used fresh in soups, meats, & marinades

Cut sprigs of Rosemary & set them in a mason jar with no

water & use anytime needed in a recipe. It will eventually dry

out & still hold its flavor for any recipe. 

rosemary- perennial

Rosemary is considered a perennial in California climate because it has great

heat tolerance & does not do well with weather under 30 degrees.  Rosemary

needs little attention & when mature is drought tolerant. It is best planted as a

seedling in the spring months after the last frost. This easy-going herb is easy to

plant, grow, & harvest all year long. 

To harvest, cut a sprig of Rosemary and use as needed. 
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How to Grow:

How to Use:



mints for all flavors- Perennial

Mint is a hardy perennial that often takes over any location planted.

Planting mint in its own container keeps it from spreading too

much. Mint can be used throughout the year & enjoys getting

harvested often to keep new growth coming. 

Cutting mint back at the end of the summer season will help

encourage mint to come back for a second season of harvesting.

This is another herb that is easy to grow & is not picky on watering

or amount of sun. 

How to Use:

How to Grow:
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Fresh: Pick & put in hot water to seep for 10 min. to make tea

Dry: In a dehydrator or in a warm space out of the sun to then

store & use in teas throughout the year in your own blends



Fresh: Grab a handful of oregano, wash gently, chop & throw in any dish you

are cooking. The flavor will add a boost of nutrient & freshness to any dish. 

Dry: Cut stem near the base of the plant & dry in a dehydrator or in a warm

spot away from the sun. When completely dry, pull the leaves off the stem &

use as a dried herb all year long. 

oregano- perennial

Oregano is a perennial that is easy to grow once established in the garden with

consistent watering & loose soil. Buy an oregano plant to put into your garden

for best results. It is not picky & oregano enjoys the sun.  It is one of the most

well-known herbs because of its taste in food & ease of growing. 
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How to Grow:

How to Use:



lavender- perennial

There are many kinds of lavender.  It is important to grow the kind that can be

used in food & tea. Buy a lavender plant that is ready to be planted to make the

transition in your garden easy. Lavender is easy to grow in mediterran climates &

require little attention or water. 

Lavender can be harvested in California two times, once in the beginning of

summer & again in the early fall. To harvest lavender, simply cut the stems near

the base of the plant, take a string & wrap around the stems, & then hang upside

down to dry. When dried, simply run your fingers along the stem and pull off the

lavender buds. The smell of the lavender is absolutely fantastic and relaxing. 

Fresh:  Use in a bouquet in the house to create a relaxing atmosphere.  Use

fresh in teas & lemonades

Dry: Use dried lavender buds all year in teas
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How to Grow:

How to Use:



Fresh & Dried sage can be used to make teas to help with sickness &

sore throats. It can also be added to a marinade for meats or in stews. 

sage- perennial

Sage is a perennial that is easily grown & needs little attention as it is drought

tolerant. Make sure to pick a type of sage for culinary uses, not ornamental.

Plant from a start bought from a nursery to ensure that it has the best start as

you plant in spring. 

Sage enjoys shade in the summer heat & sun in the milder parts of the year. The

leaves can be harvested during the spring, summer, & fall months by clipping

off stems close to the base or pinching off leaves. 
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How to Grow:

How to Use:



to create a kitchen garden filled with herbs

3

Pick Herbs that you will use

Add compost to loose soil for plant
growth & health

Harvest & Enjoy!

Plant herbs in a location with 4 or more
hours of sun

Plant your herb starts & water
consistently

Pick the 5 herbs from this book that

you would enjoy having daily access

too

Loosen up the soil where you will plant the herbs. Add

compost to bring more nutrients to the growth of your

plant

Go out weekly to enjoy the herb garden & harvest

to use for meals, in teas, & for your heath!  

 Make sure it is a space that gets sun in all 4

seasons. Herbs don't need lots of sun, but some to

keep growing

In summer months, water 2-3 times per week. In spring & late fall,

water 1 time per week. In the winter, herbs do not need to be

watered often. Check the soil to make sure that it is not too wet or

too dry.  Roots do not want to be stuck in muddy soil and need to

have enough moisture to breath. 
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5 Tips with
Herb Gardens
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Herb Garden Planting Plan
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Key

4 x 4 garden size 

lavender

oregano

parsley

basil

cilantro

sage

rosemary

mint



Serving the Sacramento/El Dorado Regions

562) 587-4563

www.createmygarden.net

designs@createmygarden.net

 @createmygarden

Herb Gardens are a Great to Garden!

Buy your starts from a nursery seasonally. If the nursery doesn't have
specific plants wanted, it may be the wrong time of the year to plant. 
Plan your space by making sure that you have at lease 4 hours of sun.
Herbs are not picky plants & will thrive in less sun & water than most other
plants. 
Plant and water.  Make sure not to water too much. The roots of plants do
not like to be soggy, but like to have some dryness to breath. 
Herbs are a great place to start your gardening. You will gain confidence
as you learn to grow herbs in your gardening experience. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Want a Consultation?  Let me build a Kitchen Garden  for you!


